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5 current and past workers were 
interviewed. the 6 minutes audio in 
romanian language with english 
translation in the description, talks 
about the interviewees loss 

their film portraits 5x1 minute/each 
were displayed in their past working 
spaces 

the audio was accessible on the 
visitators phones via an audio code, 
to accompany them in the 
exhibition space. 

documentation/interview 

installation view at SPTP Timișoara, 
Romania, 2020: 

[CORI] DOR NESIGUR  

addresses the concept of uncertain loss through a site-
specific audio-visual installation. 

uncertain losses refer to those losses that remain blocked 
in the mourning stage and cannot be processed 
precisely because what was lost is partially present or its 
disappearance has not been confirmed.  
this category of losses includes, for example, losses of 
space, territory, identity, losses due to uprooting, 
migration, wars or natural disasters. 

these types of frozen losses are also experienced by 
those who care for a family member or a patient suffering 
from dementia, someone severely sedated or under 
substance abuse, someone partially present, partially 
absent. 

at the same stage are the public transport workshop-
spaces in Timișoara, Romania where mourning cannot 
begin. 

their only presence, even degraded, leaves a hope that 
something could happen, could be re-assigns, could 
return to a known form that brings comfort.  

a normal we were used to, maybe even fulfilled / 
satisfied. 

https://soundcloud.com/ioana-turcan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_wJdkLVZ6I&feature=youtu.be
https://soundcloud.com/ioana-turcan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_wJdkLVZ6I&feature=youtu.be
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Introduction 
to Plants

Urna Semper

EMPIRIC 

Alexandra, early 20s, living with her mother and her mentally 
disabled brother, works at a textile factory in communist 
Romania. Because of the anti-abortion decree, women are 
used to the monthly gynaecology check-ups. But this time, a 
surprise “parade” forces Alexandra to take a drastic decision.



Urna Semper



Urna Semper

15 short fiction film, 2021 to be released 

link to the full film here

https://vimeo.com/ioanaturcan/empiricshort
https://vimeo.com/ioanaturcan/empiricshort
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the artists and the workers are those more exposed to the 
consequences of a drastic change, the social and economical 
collapse. while both of them are needed, they the first to be 
dismissed.  

shot during the pandemic while focusing mostly on the work 
around the house and construction i have realised the 
intersections and polarisation of the two. artists are asked for 
“bodies of work” while art is not considered work and the hard 
work in construction, painting, drilling, cutting is not 
considered art - even though artists emerged from its labour 
and both the art and the work are demanded to be beautiful 
and sometimes utilitarian at the same time. 

the video focuses on the work itself and the sounds that a 
body at work makes. 

2’ / 2020 collaboration with Int8rior/ link to full work here 

documentation of exhibition TIME 244'33'' IVA:lab curated 
by Slađana Petrović Varagić, Cultural Centre Belgrade, Serbia 

an audio guide through the exhibition done by Mirjana Boba 
Stojadinović 

the catalogue of the exhibition TIME 244'33'' 

BODY OF WORK

https://vimeo.com/ioanaturcan/bodyofwork
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHkWG7G5Jbw&feature=emb_title
https://www.mixcloud.com/bobaart/zvu%C4%8Dno-vo%C4%91enje-vreme-24433-ivalab/?fbclid=IwAR0sXAt90eHDV74l8r1ZfX_4xzUIXHabnHOh-GX9uL88wq36ObpCqXrusjM
https://www.kcb.org.rs/meta-content/uploads/2020/06/vreme-2443-iva-lab-kcb.pdf
https://vimeo.com/ioanaturcan/bodyofwork
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHkWG7G5Jbw&feature=emb_title
https://www.mixcloud.com/bobaart/zvu%C4%8Dno-vo%C4%91enje-vreme-24433-ivalab/?fbclid=IwAR0sXAt90eHDV74l8r1ZfX_4xzUIXHabnHOh-GX9uL88wq36ObpCqXrusjM
https://www.kcb.org.rs/meta-content/uploads/2020/06/vreme-2443-iva-lab-kcb.pdf
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the work focuses on our demands towards our 
bodies without paying attention to its real needs 

SKINCRACKS

3’ / 2018 

collaboration with Hillevi Duus 

link to the full film here
part of Representation, Interrupted curated by Lea Vene, 
Mejan Gallery, Stockholm, Sweden 

https://vimeo.com/269734554
https://vimeo.com/269734554
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shot during my travels in between 2012-2017, using 
personal archive and combining 8mm film with 
digital files, states uprooted tries to challenge the 
idea of rituals in transition, identity and it's 
perception on different lands: Romania and USA. 

part of Let’s be dragons MFA exhibition - Community Folk 
Art Centre, Syracuse, NY & film festivals 

15’ /2017 

link to the full film here 

         

STATES UPROOTED

https://vimeo.com/204259122
https://vimeo.com/204259122
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COLLINS 70s

glimpses of missing/remembering a family 
member  

on a daily basis in a familial/familiar 
environment 

10’20 / 2015 

link to full film here

https://vimeo.com/160299962
https://vimeo.com/160299962




DECONTEXT XXX

for those who's fame arrises on others body 

for those who's shame is casted for their own

12’ / 2017 

link to the full film here

part of 20th Internationl Open juried by Sharmyn Cruz Rivera 
at Woman Made Gallery, Chicago, IL, USA, 2017

https://vimeo.com/193189349
https://womanmade.org/artwork/20th-international-open/
https://womanmade.org/artwork/20th-international-open/
https://vimeo.com/193189349


VIOLENCE WOMEN

"Violence Women" is an ongoing series of projects that are looking at violence used towards women 
furthermore practiced by women. 

VIOLENCE I WOMEN - BAGS WORKING 
claiming the female body, while working the boxing bags without wearing a bra, 

in a "masculine" space (hunted animals, different boxing bags, fighting accessories)

11’/ 2016 

link to the full film here

https://vimeo.com/166063539
https://vimeo.com/166063539


VIOLENCE WOMEN

"Violence Women" is an ongoing series of projects that are looking at violence used towards 
women furthermore practiced by women. 

VIOLENCE II WOMEN - 133,8 

personal recordings of last training before the championship fights, where the first important 
fight is the one with your weight. this issue, due to society expectations an pressure, 
becomes one of the most predominant and harmful one especially for those that identify as 
a woman.





SETTING GLASS ADRIFT

setting glass adrift embodies, through 
performance as well as its visual 
representation, tacit dialogues that happen 
between different bodies, spaces and 
surfaces, attempting to question the 
assumed clarity behind everyday 
interactions.

8’/ 2017 

collaboration with Salome Kokoladze 

link to the full film here

https://vimeo.com/193486470
https://vimeo.com/193486470
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USA VS….

walls can both protect and isolate.  

in this performance, Sarah and Stacey work at creating 
several walls with 2 foot lengths of two by four and no 
fasteners. In different configurations the wall offers different 
amounts of stability, protection, and isolation for the 
performer. each wall has a serious flaw and the audience 
watches at the wall topples, is not high enough to protect, is 
damaging to the performer, or is otherwise inadequate.  

the performers react and interact with the video that has the 
meaning of a perpetrator but it can also be someone 
without prejudice. 

this work is about protection as well as vulnerability.  

the work uses humour and absurdity to confront real issues 
of protection, isolation, and building barriers. 

1h / 2017 

collaboration with Sarah Culkin and Stacey Cann 

installation shots at The Works Society, Edmonton, Canada 2017: 





III

III tackles the problematics of rape culture 
and sexual assault through three different 
cases in three different countries: China, 
Vietnam and Romania; and how the cases 
where similarly “dismissed” by the 
authorities.

4’21 / 2016  

collaboration with Kieu Anh Troung, Yue Ying Feng 

link to the full film here

https://vimeo.com/ioanaturcan/iii
https://vimeo.com/ioanaturcan/iii
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M.U.S. aims to convey the idea of 
cultural heritage, family linage and 
moreover cyclicality while offering a 
gallery experience related to food and 
its easy, home-making process.  

The installation provides two tables, one 
for display and one that replaces the 
“family dinning table” where the guests 
can sample the foods exhibited on the 
first table. The main produce is milk and 
its derivate than can be easily made at 
home, recipes that passed from a 
generation trough another by word of 
mouth or handwritten notebooks.  

mixed media interactive installation/ 
collaboration with Rohan Thakore & Lily Fein 

installation shots at Random Access Gallery, 
Syracuse, New York, 2016:

MILK USAGE STATION - M.U.S.
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ON LOSS

i have started researching a topic that 
was always present in my work and my 
life, that of the ambiguous loss, a term 
that describes something that is half 
present, half absent like caring for a 
member with dementia, loss of identity 
due to migration, a missing child, 
someone growing in addictive homes. 

i started to document more closely the 
parts of the human body and as well as 
nature. those parts that we are partially 
loosing but are still part of us like hair, 
nails, skin, blood or even teeth. 

the theme is explored at the moment via 
analog photography, documentation 
visuals and experimenting paintings that 
incorporate expired cosmetics and “lost 
parts”.
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our rhetorics might blind us
our rhetorics might blind us

collective art publication 
printed at Royal Institute of 
Art, Sweden 2017

REPRESENTATIONS, 
INTERRUPTED
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